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Abstract
The main results are summarized on development of a theory-supported practical method for calcu-

lations of the dipole radiative strength functions (RSF). The approach covers relatively wide interval of
gamma-ray energy, ranging from zero to the values above the GDR energy and gives a rather accurate
tool for description, of the gamma-ray strength functions in the medium and heavy nuclei. The depen-
dence of the deformation parameters in rotating spheroidal nuclei on angular momentum are also given
in order to make possible the RSF calculations in rotating nuclei produced in heavy-ion reactions.

1 Introduction

The work deals with development of the theory-supported practical method for calculation of the average
dipole radiative strength function for nuclear gamma-decay in a wide range of gamma-energies.

Gamma-emission is one of the most universal channel of the nuclear de-excitation processes which can
accompany any nuclear reaction. It can be described through the use of the RSF[1, 2]. The photoabsorption
and electron- positron decay are also described by these functions. The RSF include information on nuclear
structure and they are widely used to study mechanisms of the nuclear processes and nuclear structure. In
particular, the widths and energies of the giant multipole resonances and nuclear deformations are often
extracted from experimental data by comparison of the experimental shape of the RSF with theoretical one.

The gamma-ray strengths are, as a rule, the auxiliary quantities in time-consuming calculations of dif-
ferent nuclear characteristics and processes and the simple closed-form expressions are preferable for these
strengths. The theory-based approaches are also required to improve the reliability and accuracy of the RSF
expressions.

According to the Brink hypothesis[3, 4], the Lorentzian line shape with the energy- independent width
(SLO model) is used widely for calculations of the dipole (El) radiative strength. This approach is probably
the most appropriate simple method for a description of the photoabsorption data on medium-weight and
heavy nuclei [2, 5, 6], In the case of the gamma-emission, the SLO model strongly underestimates the
gamma-ray spectra at low energies e7 ^ lMeV [7]. A global description of the gamma-spectra by the
Lorentzian is found as rather well in the range 1 %, e7 H 8MeV only when the giant dipole resonance
(GDR) parameters are taken to be different from that ones for photoabsorption data. On the whole, the
SLO approach overestimates the integral experimental data like the capture cross sections and the average
radiative widths in heavy nuclei ([2],[8]-[10]).

The first model for correct description of the El strengths at the energies e7 near zero was proposed in
Ref.[llj. An enhanced generalized Lorentzian model (EGLO) was developed and analyzed in Refs.[12, 13] for
a unified description of the low-energetic and integral data. The EGLO radiative strength function consists
of two components for spherical nuclei: the Lorentzian with the energy and temperature dependent width
rfc(e7,T), and term corresponding to zero value of 7 - ray energy from Ref.[ll]. An empirical expression
for the width r*(e7,T) was used with two additional parameters. The mass-number dependence of the
parameters was obtained to fit the EGLO calculations to the experimental data. The EGLO method was
recommended in the PJPL I [13] as the best suited practical model to calculations of the dipole gamma -
ray strength function if the experimental data are unavailable.
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The SLO and EGLO expressions for the gamma-decay strength function of heated nuclei are in fact
the parametrizations of the experimental data. They are also in contradiction with some aspect of recent
theoretical studies, namely,

1) These expressions are not consistent with a general relation between the strength function and the
imaginary part of the response function of heated nuclei [14];

2) The behaviour of the EGLO damping width F^ with 7-energy and temperature corresponds to the
one of the zero sound damping in the infinite Fermi- liquid when the collisional (two-body) dissipation is
taken into account only. It is well known that the important contribution to the total width in heavy nuclei
is also given by the fragmentation (one - body) width arising from the nuclear mean field [15]. This kind of
the width is almost independent of the nuclear temperature. The SLO-model width has properties of the
fragmentation component of the width and does not account for collisional damping.

A closed-form model of the dipole RSF ([16]-[20]), which is briefly outlined here, avoids these defects at
least in approximate way. It has the following main features:
1) spectral function expression is obtained from calculation of the average radiative widths for ensemble with
microcanonically distributed initial states;
2) semiclassical analytical expression for nuclear response function in cold and heated nuclei with excitation
of giant dipole resonance (GDR);
3) theory-reasonable expressions for damping width.

This method was named previously as the thermodynamic pole approximation, TPA approach. Here,
as in Ref.([20]), we rename this approach and call it as the modified Lorentzian (MLO) approach, because
the resulting expression see below Eq. (3) for the dipole RSF is a Lorentzian with energy-dependent width
scaled by an enhanced factor.

2 General form of the average dipole RSF in the MLO approach

The dipole 7-ray emission is described by a gamma- decay (downward) strength function / B1. The average
dipole radiative width F^i per unit of the 7 - ray energy interval and gamma- decay strength function are
related to one another in the following way:

V ( r>_rg l(eT) p(U,Z,N)

where p(U, Z, N) is the density of the initial states in nuclei at fixed initial excitation energy U (initial
temperature T) and p(U - e7, Z, N) is the density of the final states; T/ is the temperature of the final states
which is a function of the 7- ray energy in contrast to the initial state temperature T. The spectral function
T{e^,T) is introduced in Eq.(l) for further convenience.

The dipole transmission coefficient Tgi(e7) is also determined by the RSF:

2iji(e7) = 27re7t£1(e7,T) = 27re7^(e7,T/). (2)

It was shown in Refs.([16]-[19]) by quantum statistical calculation of the average gamma-decay width for
microcanonically distributed initial states with the use of the saddle- point method for integrals appearing
in the expression that the dipole spectral function jF(e~,, T) is proportional to the product of the strength
function, 5i(w), for nuclear response on dipole field with frequency u> = ey/h and the scaling factor £(e7,T)
= 1/[1 — exp(—e-y/T)]- The factor £ determines the enhancement of magnitude of the radiative strength
functions in heated nuclei with temperature T as compared to zero temperature case. This factor can be
interpreted as the average number of the lp-lh states excited by an external field. The strength function
Si for nuclear response on dipole electric field is determined by imaginary part of the response function
on the external potential with radial form factor of dipole multipolarity. We used linear response function
of Ref.[21] within framework semiclassical Landau - Vlasov equation with collision term to obtain simple
analytical expressions for strength function Si and radiative spectral function. The expression for dipole
strength function has approximately the Lorentzian form when the strength is strongly concentrated near
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collective (giant resonance) state. As a result the final analytical expression for dipole spectral function in
spherical nuclei has the following form

T ^ T\ Q R^A -m-8 crTr e7F(e7, / ) J -̂,T/—3 /o\
H^,T) = 8.674-10 1 ^ ( ^ / r ) ( e , E?)2 + ( r ( £ r ) ^ ) 2 , MeV , (3)

where the quantity ar is taken in mb; the values of the energies and widths are in MeV. Here, the Er is the
giant resonance energy and the width r(e7,7") depends on the gamma-ray energy and the temperature:

- - W^ 4- T^1 2ft

r ( r ) r ( r ) t^T) r ° (T) (4)~ > I )

where EQ is the energy of the one-particle one-hole excitations which are considered as degenerated ones; rc

is the collision relaxation time ( [22] - [24]); 5 = (l - E%/E$)2E$/2.
The quantity F at the energy e7 = Er can be considered as the GDR width in nucleus at the temperature

T, rW(T) = F(e7 = ET,T). The relationship (4) for this width has the resonance form which is similar to
that one obtained in Ref.[25].

The quantities cy and F r = T^(T = 0) in (3) are the peak value of the photoabsorption cross-section
and the GDR width in cold nuclei.

In order to take into consideration the experimental values of the photoabsorption characteristics at zero
temperature, the magnitude of the 5 in (4) is modified. It is obtained from fitting the F(e7 = Er, T — 0) to
the GDR width in cold nuclei and has the form:

a = Tr/T(Er,T=0). (5)

As mentioned above, all models with the spectral function of the modified Lorentzian form (3) are called
as a MLO approach. In what follows the MLO model with the width r(eT ,T) according to Eqs. (4), (5) is
denoted as the MLO1 model.

The dipole spectral function of the general form (3) (but with different expression for the width) was also
obtained within framework of the extended hydrodynamic Steinwedel- Jensen (ESJ) model with friction force
between the proton and neutron fluids ([16]-[19]). These previous TPA-versions of the modified Lorentzian
approach are named below as the MLO2 and MLO3 models.

The processes of the emission and absorption of the 7-rays are generally connected with different radiative
strengths. For cold nuclei, the photoexcitation (upward) strength function j SA(e7) can be only defined. It
determines the photoabsorption cross-section CTE\ of cold nuclei by the relation (for dipole case):

0-25A=i(e7) = 3e7(7rnc)2/£;A=1(e7). (6)

For MLO approach, the strength function 7 El coincides with the spectral function ^r(e7, T) given by Eq.(3)
with zero temperature T = 0 and £ = 1:

?,(«,) • *(„, r=.) = 8.674.10-vr, K

3 Comparison of the RSF calculations within different approaches
with experimental data

The calculations of the El radiative strength functions are performed within the framework of the five
analytical models. Three of them are the MLO models with the spectral function T given by Eq. (3).
The values of the GDR parameters Er, Tr and ay are taken either from ground-state photoabsorption
experimental data or from the systematics. The energy Eo of the particle-hole state is taken as equal the
harmonic oscillator energy TUOQ — 41/A1/3 MeV. All deformed nuclei are considered as the axially symmetric
spheroids and the E\ strengths is taken as the sum of two spectral functions with the GDR parameters Er>\,
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IV, i, ov,i and Er>2, rr>2, ar,2 corresponding to the collective motion in the directions along two principal
axes of spheroid.

Two expressions for relaxation times are used:
i) relaxation time according to the Fermi-liquid approach ([22] - [24])

l (8)
r c ( e 7 , T ) - a L ^ " ; ' ' J ' " " <r(np) ~ F*f™{np)'

where the magnitude of the in-medium cross section a(np) of the neutron-proton scattering near Fermi
surface is taken proportional to the value of the free space cross section a^ree^ (np) — 5 fm2 with a factor
F.

ii) relaxation time within doorway state mechanism in heated nuclei[24]:

c(,e7> I ) ae ae

This expression for relaxation time is used in the ML01 model given by Eqs. (3), (4), (5).
The ML02 and ML03 models are given by Eq.(3) but with damping width Y = Yj according to the

extended Steinwedel-Jensen model with friction [18, 19]. The width F/ is taken in approximation of inde-
pendent sources of dissipation [23, 26] as a sum of the collisional damping width and a term which simulate
the fragmentation component of the width,

^ , ^ ft , i ^ -o 3hvF

The energy-dependent power approximation is adopted for scaling factor ks: ks = ks(e7) = kr + (ks(0) -
&r)|(e7 - Er)/Er\

n> if e7 < 2Er and ks = ks(0) when e7 > 2Er. Here, the quantities ks(0) = ks(e7 = 0),
kr = ks(ey = Er) determine the contribution of the "wall" component F^ to the width at zero energy and
GDR-energy, respectively. The value of the kr is taken from fitting the GDR width F r at zero temperature
by the expression (10) at e7 = Er. The quantities ns and ks(Q) are considered as free parameters which are
obtained from fitting the low-energy behaviour of the gamma-decay strengths.

The MLO model given by expressions (3), (10) with relaxation time according to the doorway state
mechanism (9) and the Fermi-liquid approach (8) are denoted as MLO2 and ML03 models, respectively.

The parameters F = 1.0, ks(0) = 0.3, ns = 1 are used in the calculations without any additional fitting.
These versions of MLO-approach are compared with El strengths within the SLO and EGLO models [12,

13]. The spectral function of the SLO model, T = TSLO-,
 n a s the Lorentzian shape with energy independent

width Tr

, 7 j = 8.674-10 OYIVT-O „,,„ , ,„ , , • (11)

The EGLO spectral function, T = TEGLO, is given by [13, 12, 11]

y, T) = 8.674 • 10-8CTrFr • 0 . 7 - (12)

where the energy-dependent width FA;(e7,T) is taken proportionally to the collisional damping width in
Fermi-liquid scaled by an empirical function /C(C7)K + (1 - «)[(e7 — eo)/(Er — e0)],

r,(e7!r) = /C(e7) J [4 + (2nT)2] . (13)

The factor K was obtained by fitting the average resonance capture data and it depends on the model used
for level density; e0 = 4.5 MeV. In the case of the Fermi gas model the K is given by [13]: K = 1 if A < 148
and K = 1 + 0.09(A - 148)2 exp (-0.18(4 - 148)) when A > 148.
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Figure 1: The El gamma-decay strength function versus mass number; e7 = U = en

The foregoing expression for spectral functions are only appropriated for the El radiative strengths in
spherical nuclei. All deformed nuclei are considered as the axially symmetric spheroids and the El strengths
is taken as the sum of two spectral functions with the GDR parameters ET:i, Tr>i, aTy\ and Eri2, Fr,2, 0>,2
corresponding to the collective motion in the directions along two principal axes of spheroid.

The dipole 7- decay strength functions / E1 are shown on Fig.l in relation to the mass number. The
experimental data taken from Kopecky.dat file of the RIPL-handbook[13]. The calculations are performed
for nuclei from this data file (50 nuclei corresponding to (n/y) reaction). The calculations in Fig.l are carried
out for the values of the excitation energies and gamma-ray energies which are agreed with the mean energy
e7 of El transitions from Kopecky.dat file. The lines connect the values which are calculated for fixed mass
numbers.

The experimental data on gamma-decay with e7 « Bn are described better within the framework of
the EGLO model and different versions of the MLO approach as compared with the SLO model. The
calculations within MLO approach coincide rather closely with experimental data for heavy nuclei with

in comparison with other models.
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Figure 2: The El gamma-decay strength function versus energy e7 for 90Zr.
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In Fig.2 the results of the calculations of the gamma-decay strengths / E1 in goZr are shown. The
experimental data are taken from Refs.[27]. The MLO and EGLO strengths are calculated at the fixed
values of the energies U , e7 corresponding to the experimental ones. The curves connect the calculated
values.

We see from this figure that the MLO and SLO models describe experimental data better than the EGLO
for this nucleus and energy range. The calculations by MLO models lie also more close to the experimental
data than within SLO method. For example, the values of the least-squares deviations per one degree of
freedom from experimental data are equal to 4.22,2.86, 4.41 for the models MLOl, MLO2, ML03 and 5.22,
29 for SLO and EGLO models, respectively.
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Figure 3: The El gamma-decay strength function of l44Nd for U = Bn.

In Fig.3 the results of the calculations of the strength functions / El in lAANd with the initial excitations
energy E which is equal to the neutron binding energy Bn »s 7.8 MeV are shown. The experimental data
are taken from Ref.[7].

The results obtained by EGLO and MLO approaches are rather close at low energies e7<3 MeV. In
this range the EGLO and MLO models describe experimental data much better than the SLO model and
give a non-zero temperature-dependent limit of the strength function for vanishing gamma-ray energy. The
calculations by MLO and SLO models at the energies e7^,5 MeV lie more close to experimental data than
within EGLO method.

4 Conclusion and results
The numerical studies led to the following conclusions.

The calculations of the 7 - decay El strength functions within EGLO and MLO approaches give almost
the same results at low 7-ray energies e7SL3 MeV. In this range the EGLO and MLO models describe
experimental data much better than the SLO model. They give a non- zero temperature- dependent limit
of the strength function for vanishing gamma-ray energy as opposed to the SLO model. The calculations by
the MLO and SLO models at the energies e7>5 MeV are more close to experimental data than that ones
within the EGLO method.

The values of the El photoexcitation strength functions calculated by the MLO method and within the
SLO model agree rather good in cold nuclei for a wide enough range of gamma-ray energies near the GDR
peak energy.

The overall comparison between calculations within the MLO, EGLO and SLO models and experimental
data showed that the MLO approaches provides a rather reliable method of the 7 - decay strength function
description in a relatively wide energy interval, ranging from zeroth gamma-ray energy to values above GDR
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peak energy. The MLO methods are not time consuming. They can be applicable for calculations and
predictions of the statistical contribution to the dipole strength functions as well as for extraction of the
GDR parameters of heated nuclei with small errors with the use of the 7-emission data.

The parameters F = 1.0, fcs(0) = 0.3, ns — 1 can be recommended for global calculations within the
MLO models.

The computer codes for the calculations and plotting of the El radiative strength functions versus
mass number and gamma- energy within the framework of the different versions of the modified Lorentzian
approach and standard SLO and EGLO models are written and they will be attached to the GAMMA
segment of the RIPL II.

The codes for dipole RSF are written in Fortran and Object Pascal (within Delphi 5 development system)
under MS-DOS and Windows 9X operating systems. They are adapted for UNIX by Dr.M. Herman. The
options of a comparison between the calculations and experimental data are included by the calculation of
the mean-square deviation and in visual way on display. Numerical data output in the computer readable
form is also done. The Fortran codes are the following ones.

i) The fEl-A.for is a code for calculation of the El gamma-decay strength functions as a function of
mass number at fixed excitation energy. The calculations are performed for 50 nuclei from 'Kopecky.dat'
file which contains experimental data base of the radiative strength functions. The recommended data for
(n, 7) reaction are used only.

iiJThe fEl.E.for is a code for calculation of the El strength functions or cross-sections as a function of
gamma-ray energy at fixed excitations (energy or temperature).

Hi) The fEl- UE.for is a code for calculation of the El strength functions or cross-sections at fixed both
excitation- and gamma- energies.

Now the implantation of the fElJE.for code to EMPIRE nuclear code system of Dr. M.Herman is
continued. It is expected that this work will be done on the end of the December.

The experimental El strengths are available on the following nuclei for plotting and comparison with
calculations: A) photoabsorption: 45Sc, 5lV, 90Zr, 106Pd, i08,ii7,ii8,i20,i24,nat5n> i57,i58Gd) i74y6; 197Au^
20SPb, 23SU; B) gamma-decay: 5 1F, 54CV, 57'59Co, 8i.«a,63,e6C-Uj 90Zr j 9 4 ^ io6pd; mCd> i24T6) 137,139Ba>
144Nd, 156,157,158Qdj 16Oy6j 17iyb, 1 9 7 ^ 2 0 5 ^ 208p6 ) 2 3 8 ^

The sum of the experimental 7-decay RSF for the El+Ml transitions in the energy interval up to
Bn obtained in Refs.([28]-[30]) by analysis of the two-step 7-cascades after thermal neutron capture in the
following nuclei can be also used for comparison and plotting: i0K, 80Br, 114Cd, ™'™Te, 128I, i37,i3839
140La, 146Nd, l50Sm, 156'157Cd, 160T6, ie4Dy, 166Ho, l6SEr, 170Tm, 17iYb, l7^177Lu, l8lHf, l82Ta,
188,190,191,193OS; 192jP j 1 9 6 ^ 198Au> 2 0 0 ^

The code GRSF (written on the Object Pascal) contains all mentioned above variants of the El strength
calculations. A code "GRSF Monitoring" will be added to the GRSF to find automatically (if it is needed) the
set of the optimal parameters(F, k$(0), ns) for given nuclei by fitting theoretical calculations to experimental
data by least-squares deviation method.

In heavy-ion reactions, nuclei are often produced at quite high angular momentum and excitation energy.
It is well known that the equilibrium shapes of rotating nuclei are deformed. In a spheroidal approximation
for rotating nuclei

The dipole RSF of the rotating nuclei in a spheroidal approximation is the sum of two spectral functions
with the GDR parameters ( Er>1, Tr>1, ar>1 and Er>2, Fn2, oy,2) corresponding to the collective motion in
the directions along two principal axes of the spheroid. These input quantities can be calculated by the use
of their global parametrization on the deformation parameters [13]. Therefore the values of the deformation
are needed in order to calculate RSF in this case.

We used liquid-drop nuclear model in the spheroidal approximation and found the following simple
expression for deformation parameter of rotating nucleus as a function of angular momentum and mass
number A in the case of the arbitrary rotations[31, 32]:

0 = 0{I,A) = ES (I) (01 + a2Es (I)) / (1 + a3Es (I)f , (14)

where
at = h + a (A + dif . (15)
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Here, the Es (/) = E°otI (I + 1) = 34.5^.~5/3/ (I + 1) (MeV) is the rotation energy of the equivalent
spherical nucleus with spin / .

Slow rotating spheroidal nuclei have oblate shape which is changed sharply to prolate one at angular
momentum greater than a critical value Icr.

The coefficients bi, Ci, di in Eq.(14) have the following values in the case of oblate shapes (small rotation)

bx = -7,46-lCr3; ci = -1,94- 10~7; dx = -107,1;
b2 = -4 ,2 - l ( r 5 ; c2 = -4,25-10-9; d2 = -93,9; (16)
63 =5,7-10- 3 ; c3 = 2,44-10-7; d3 = -73.51

The values bi, Cj, di in Eq.(14) are the following for prolate shapes (fast rotation):

61 = -6,36-10-3; ci =-6 ,33-10- 7 ; ^ = - 4 8 , 3 ;
62 = l , 0 2 - 1 0 - 3 ; C2 = l , 4 2 - 1 0 - 7 ; d2 =-95,9; (17)
63=0,02; c3 = 8,59-10-7; d3 = -74, l

The dependence of the critical value Icr of the spin on mass number A and number of protons Z was
obtained in the form:

2 , (18)

where
Qi = ft,i + &,2 • A + qi<3 • A

2 , (19)

with
ffi,i=55,l; gi>2 = -0,063; g1]3 = 5,12 • 10~3; , .
<?2,i = -0,013; g2,2 = 2,84-10-6; g2;3 = -2,57-10"7 . l '
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